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Abstract 
We study the stability of some classes of graphs defined in terms of forbidden subgraphs under 
the closure operation introduced by the second author. Using these results, we prove that every 
2-connected claw-free and PT-free, or claw-free and Zd-free, or claw-free and eiffel-free graph is 
either hamiltonian or belongs to a certain class of exceptions (all of them having connectivity 2). 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider only finite undirected graphs G = (V(G),,?(G)) without 
loops and multiple edges. For terminology and notation not defined here we refer 
to [3]. 
If HI,. . . , Hk (k 2 1) are graphs, then we say that a graph G is HI . . . Hk-free if G 
contains no copy of any of the graphs HI , . . . , Hk as an induced subgraph; the graphs 
HI , . . . , Hk will be also referred to in this context as forbidden subgraphs. Specifically, 
the four-vertex star K1,3 will be also denoted by C and called the claw and in this case 
we say that G is claw-free. Whenever we list vertices of an induced claw, its center, 
(i.e. its only vertex of degree 3) is always the first vertex of the list. Further graphs 
that will be often considered as forbidden subgraphs are shown in Fig. 1. 
If A c V(G), then the induced subgraph on A in G will be denoted by (A)G (or 
simply by (A)). A 2-element cutset of G will be called a biarticulation of G and, if 
A c V(G) is a biarticulation of G, then the components of the graph (V(G)\A) will 
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be called the bicomponents of G. By a clique we mean a (not necessarily maximal) 
complete subgraph of G. We denote by Pkl(k 3 2) the path on k vertices, i.e. of length 
k - 1. For A, B c V(G), a path in G having one endvertex in A and the other in B will 
be referred to as an (A, B)-path. The circumference of G (i.e. the length of a longest 
cycle in G) is denoted by c(G) and the independence number of G (i.e. the size of a 
largest independent set in G) is denoted by IX(G). 
One of the first results on forbidden subgraphs and hamiltonicity is by Goodman 
and Hedetniemi [ 121. 
Theorem A (Goodman and Hedetniemi [ 121). Every 2-connected CZI-free graph is 
hamiltonian. 
This result was extended to the larger class of CN-free graphs by Duffis et al. [7]. 
Theorem B (Duffis et al. [7]). Every 2-connected CN-free graph is hamiltonian. 
Concerning other pairs and triples of forbidden subgraphs, the following results were 
proved in [5,11,13]. 
Theorem C. 
(i) [13] Every 2-connected CZ2-free graph is hamiltonian. 
(ii) [5] Every 2-connected CPe-free graph is hamiltonian. 
(iii) [13] Every 2-connected CHZ3-free graph is hamiltonian. 
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Fig. 2 
(iv) [5] Every 2-connected CDPT-free graph is hamiltonian. 
(v) [ 1 l] Every 2-connected CHPT-free graph is hamiltonian. 
Bedrossian [l] characterized all pairs of connected forbidden subgraphs X, Y such 
that every 2-connected X, Y-free graph is hamiltonian. 
Theorem D (Bedrossian [l]). Let X and Y be connected graphs with X, Y # P3, and 
let G be a 2-connected graph that is not a cycle. Then, G being XY-free implies G is 
hamiltonian if and only if (up to symmetry) X = C and Y = P4, Ps, Pe, Cj, Z,, Z2, B, 
N or W. 
Following [6], we denote by 9 the class of all graphs that are obtained by taking 
two vertex-disjoint triangles ({ al,a2,a3}),({b1,bz,b3}) and by joining every pair of 
vertices {a;, b;} by a copy of a path Pk, = sic,! cf . cFe2bi for I$ 2 3 or by a triangle 
({ai, bi, ci}). We denote a graph from 9 by 9,,,,,.,,, where xi = ki if a,, bi are joined 
by a copy of Pk,, and xi = T, if ai, b; are joined by a triangle (see Fig. 2). 
Since, as shown in [9], Pr,r, r and P3,r.r are the only two 2-connected nonhamil- 
tonian CZx-free graphs, Theorem D was extended by Faudree and Gould [lo] in the 
following way (where the proof of the ‘only if’ part of Theorem E is now based on 
infinite families of nonhamiltonian graphs). 
Theorem E (Faudree and Gould [lo]). Let X and Y be connected graphs with 
X, Y # P3, and let G be a 2-connected graph of order n 2 10. Then, G being XY-free 
implies G is hamiltonian tf and only if (up to symmetry) X = C and Y = PJ, Ps, P6, 
Cj, ZI, Z2, Z3, B, N or W. 
The following theorem was proved in [6]. 
Theorem F (Brousek [6]). Every nonhamiltonian 2-connected claw-free graph contains 
an induced subgraph H E g. 
Note that Theorem F implies the ‘if’ part of Theorem E as an immediate corollary. 
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For any x E V(G) and any iZ 1, the set Nh(x) = {v E V(G) 1 dist(x, v) = i} (where 
d&(x, r) denotes the distance of x and r) is called the neighborhood of x at distance 
i. The neighborhood of x at distance 1 will be simply called neighborhood of x and 
denoted by No(x). 
It is easy to see that a graph G is claw-free if and only if CI( Nd(x))) 6 2 for every 
x E V(G). Shepherd [ 151 introduced the following concept. 
A graph G is said to be distance claw-free if a( (N,$(x)) ) < 2 for every x E V(G) and 
i > 1. The following theorem was proved in [ 151. 
Theorem G (Shepherd [15]). 
(i) A graph G is distance claw-free if and only if G is CET-free. 
(ii) Every 2-connected distance claw-free graph is traceable. 
(iii) Every 3-connected distance claw-free graph is hamiltonian. 
We say that a vertex x E V(G) is locally connected (eligible, simplicial, locally dis- 
connected) if the subgraph (Nd(x)) is connected (connected noncomplete, complete, 
disconnected). The set of all locally connected (eligible, simplicial, locally discon- 
nected) vertices of G will be denoted by V,,(G) ( VEL(G), VSI(G), VLD(G)), respec- 
tively. Thus, the sets VEL(G), Vsr(G), VLD(G) are pairwise disjoint, VEL(G) U Vsr(G) = 
VLC(G) and VLC(G)U VLD(G)= V(G). 
For an eligible vertex x E VEL(G) set B, = {uv 1 u, v E N&C), uv 4 E(G)} and let G: 
be the graph with vertex set V(G:)= V(G) and with edge set E(G:)= E(G)U& (i.e., 
G: is obtained from G by adding to (NG(x))G the set B, of all missing edges). The 
graph GJ is called the local completion of G at x. The following statement was proved 
in [14]. 
Proposition H (Ryjacek [14]). Let G be a claw-free graph and let x E VEL(G) be an 
eligible vertex of G. Then 
(i) the graph G: is claw-free, 
(ii) c(G:) = c(G). 
The following concept was introduced in [14]. 
Let G be a claw-free graph. We say that a graph H is a closure of G, denoted 
H = cl(G), if 
(i) there is a sequence of graphs Gi, . . . , Gl and vertices xi,. . . ,xt_i such that GI = G, 
G, = H, xi E VEL(Gi) and Gi+i =(Gi)c,, i= 1,. . ., t - 1, 
(ii) VEL(H) = 0. 
(Equivalently, cl(G) is obtained from G by recursively repeating the operation of 
local completion, as long as this is possible). 
Theorem K (RyjaEek [14]). Let G be a claw-free graph. Then 
(i) the closure cl(G) is well dejned, 
(ii) there is a triangle-free graph H such that cl(G) is the line graph of H, 
(iii) c(G) = c(cl( G)). 
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Remarks. 1. Specifically, part (i) of Theorem K implies that cl(G) does not depend 
on the order of eligible vertices used during the construction of cl(G). 
2. It is easy to see that cl(G) can be equivalently characterized as the minimum 
(& - e)-free graph on V(G) containing G. 
3. If in some step G, of the closure process, a vertex z has a complete neighborhood 
(N(z))o,, then at the end of the process, its neighborhood in cl(G) is also complete. In 
particular, if z E V~L(G~) for some i, i < i < t - 1, then z E Vsr(cl(G)) (since otherwise 
the closure process could be continued by a local completion at z). 
We say that a claw-free graph G is closed if G = cl(G). Thus, G is closed if and 
only if V&G) = 0 (’ i.e., V(G) = F’s,(G) U V&G)). By Theorem K(ii), if G is a closed 
claw-free graph, then every simplicial vertex of G belongs to exactly one maximal 
clique of G, and every locally disconnected vertex x E v~o(G) belongs to exactly two 
maximal cliques K’(x) and K*(x) such that V(K’(x)) n V(K*(x)) = {x} and there are 
no edges between V(K’(x)\{x}) and V(K2(x)\{x}). 
Let @ be a subclass of the class of claw-free graphs. Following [4], we say that the 
class V is stuble under the closure (or simply stable) if cl(G) E %? for every GE %? 
(equivalently, the class V is stable if the closure operation is internal on %). 
Specifically, 9 is stable if G$ E 9? for every GE 9? and every x E V(G). Thus, the 
class of k-connected claw-free graphs is an example of a stable class for any k 2 1 
and, by Theorem K, both the class of hamiltonian claw-free graphs and the class of 
2-connected nonhamiltonian claw-free graphs are also stable. However, in Theorem 3 
we will see that this sufficient condition is, in general, not necessary. 
In this paper we first observe the stability of some classes of graphs defined in terms 
of forbidden induced subgraphs and then, using these results and making use of the 
special structure of closed claw-free graphs (= line graphs of triangle-free graphs), we 
extend Theorems B, C and G(ii), (iii). 
2. Main results 
We first consider the stability of some classes defined in terms of forbidden induced 
subgraphs. We denote by (see also Fig. 3): 
Zj(i> 1) - the graph which is obtained by identifying a vertex of a triangle 
with an endvertex of a path of length i, 
Bj.Jj>ial) - the generalized (i, j)-bull, i.e. the graph which is obtained by 
identifying each of some two distinct vertices of a triangle with 
an endvertex of one of two vertex-disjoint paths of lengths i, j, 
Ni,i,k(kZ jai> 1) - the generalized (i,j, k)-net, i.e. the graph which is obtained by 
identifying each vertex of a triangle with an endvertex of one 
of three vertex-disjoint paths of lengths i,j, k. 
Thus, BI,I N B, B1,2 2 W, B2.2 Y D, N1.1.1 N N and Nt,t,~ 2i E. We will always 
keep the labelling of the vertices of the graphs Z,, B;,i and Ni, i,k as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Theorem 1. Let G be a CPi-free graph (i B 1) and let x E VEL(G). Then the graph 
G: is CPi-free. 
Proof. If G is CPi-free, then, by Proposition H, G: is claw-free. Suppose that H = ({al, 
. . . , ai})C; is an induced path in G: and let B, = E( G:)\E( G). Then, since G is Pi-free, 
[E(H) f7 B,I 2 1. Since (No(x)) o; is a clique and H is triangle-free, (E(H) n&l< 1. 
Let thus E(H)flBx =a,a,+l (1 dsdi - 1). Since H is an induced path, x 6 V(H). If 
xa, E,!?(G) for some tfs, s+ 1, then a,a,, a,+, a, E E(H), which again contradicts the 
fact that H is an induced path; hence No(x) fl H = {a,,a.v+~}. But then ({al,. . . ,a,,~, 
a,+l,..., ai})G is an induced path of length i in G, which contradicts the fact that G 
is Pi-free. Cl 
Corollary 2. The class of CPi-free graphs is a stable class for any ia3. 
We now turn our attention to the class of CZi-free graphs (i 2 1). Consider the graph 
Gi shown in Fig. 4. When i>3, the graph Gi is clearly CZi-free, while ({bl, bz,x,al, 
. . . , ai})c; N Zi. This example shows that for i 2 3, the analogue of Theorem 1 for 
the class of CZi-free graphs fails. Nevertheless, we can still prove the analogue of 
Corollary 2 in this case. 
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Theorem 3. The class of CZi-free graphs is a stable class for any i 2 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3 will be given in Section 3. 
The following proposition is an analogue of Proposition 1 in the case of CN;,j,k-free 
graphs. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a CN;,j,k-free graph (k> j >i> 1) and let x E V&_(G). Then the 
graph G: is CNi, j.k-free. 
Proof. Suppose that Ni,j,k N H = ({bl, bz, b3,al,. . ,a;,ai,. . . ,di,ai,. . .,a$})G; C G:. 
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1 we can show that neither any of the edges 
b,ai (s=1,2,3) nor any of the edges a:a;+’ (s=l and l<rfi- 1, or s=2 and 
l<r<j- 1, or s=3 and l<rdk- 1) can be in B, (since if e.g. a;a;+‘EB, for 
somer, l<r6i-l,thenobviouslyx$!V(H)and({bl,b2,b~,al,..., a;,x,ai+‘,..., al-‘, 
a:,... ,a:,a:,..., a:})G N Ni,j,k - a contradiction). Hence B: =B, m?(H) C {blbz, 
blb3, bzb3). 
If \B,“I=3, then ({x,bl,b2,bj})G N C; h ence 1B.y 1 d 2. On the other hand, if IB~F I= 1, 
then e.g. for \B,“I = {blbz} we have ({bx,bl,bz,a:})c “v C; other cases are simi- 
lar. Hence IBFI = 2. Suppose without loss of generality that IB_tI = {bl b2, bl bx}. Then 
evidently x St: V(H) (otherwise xbl,xbz EE(G), which is impossible), and Nc(x)n 
V(H)= {bt,bz,bs} ( since if e.g. xai E,?(G), then aibl, aibz EE(G:), which is im- 
possible). But then ({x, b2, b3, bl,al,. . , al-‘, a:,. , ai, a:, . . , a:})G = Ni,j,k - a con- 
tradiction. CJ 
Corollary 5. The class of CNi,j,k-free graphs is a stable class for any i, j, k, k 2 j > 
i> 1. 
If G is claw-free and triangle-free, then G is a disjoint union of paths and cycles 
and hence G is closed. This implies that the class of claw-free and triangle-free graphs 
is also (trivially) stable. In the list given in Theorem E, it thus remains to consider 
the classes of CB-free and CW-free graphs. The following statement shows that, sur- 
prisingly, none of these classes is stable. 
Proposition 6. The class of CBi,j-free graphs is not stable for any i, j, j>i> 1. 
Proof. Let i, j> 1 and let Gi,j,k be the graph obtained by identifying each of the 
two vertices of a copy of a diamond K4 - e with one endvertex of a path Pk with 
k > i + j + 3 and let x be one of the two eligible vertices of Gi,j,k (for i = j = 2 and 
k = 7 see Fig. 5). Then G is CBi,,-free while Gi is closed (hence G: = cl(G)) and 
contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to Bi,j. 0 
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Now, suppose e.g. that G is a 2-connected nonhamiltonian CPT-free graph. By The- 
orems D, E such graphs G exist; by Theorem K and by Corollary 2, cl(G) is also a 
2-connected nonhamiltonian CPT-free graph. By Theorem F, cl(G) contains an induced 
subgraph HE 9 and, using the properties of the closure, it is possible to describe the 
structure of cl(G). This basic idea, applied to the classes of CPT-free, CZd-free and 
CNQ,~NI, 1.3~free graphs, yields the following Theorems 7-9, extending Theorems B, 
C and G(ii), (iii). Proofs of Theorems 7-9 and of Corollary 10 are given in Section 3. 
Denote by & , . . . ,F(j the ciasses of graphs shown in Fig. 6 (where the eiiipticai 
parts represent cliques of size at least 3 and the remark ‘odd’ above the dots indicates 
that the total number of maximal cliques in 9, and 92 is odd). 
Theorem 7. Let G be a 2-connected CPT-free graph. Then either G is hamiltonian 
or cl(G) E 9,. 
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Theorem 8. Let G be a 2-connected CZd-free graph. Then either G is hamiltonian, 
or GE {p3,r.T,p3,3,T,p3,3,3,p4,T,T}, Or cl(G)~ 92. 
Theorem 9. Let G be a a-connected CN ~,2,2N1,~,~-free graph. Then either G is 
hamiltonian, or G N P3,3,3, or cl(G) E %s U %4 U %j. 
Since the eiffel E = N,, 1,~ is an induced subgraph of both N,,~,J and Ni, I ,3, the 
following statement is a special case of Theorem 9 for the class of CE-free graphs. 
Corollary 10. Let G be a 2-connected CE-free graph. Then either G is hamiltonian 
or GE %G. 
Since all the (nonhamiltonian) exceptional graphs in Theorems 7-9 and in 
Corollary 10 are of comrectivity 2, we immediately obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 11. (i) Every 3-connected CPT-free graph is hamiltonian. 
(ii) Every 3-connected CZb-free graph is hamiltonian. 
(iii) Every 3-connected CN 1,2,2Nl, I,3-free graph is hamiltonian. 
(iv) Every 3-connected CE-free graph is hamiltonian. 
Remarks. 1. By the Shepherd’s characterization of distance claw-free graphs 
(Theorem G(i)), Corollary ll(iv) extends Theorem G(iii). 
2. The graph G in Fig. 7(a) belongs to neither %i nor %2 while its closure cl(G) 
belongs to both %i and %2. Since G is 2-connected, nonhamiltonian, claw-free and 
both P7-free and Z4-free, it shows that Theorems 7 and 8 fail if we replace the con- 
clusion cl(G) E %i (or cl(G) E %2) by GE %I (or GE %z), respectively. The graph 
in Fig. 7(b) gives a similar example for Theorem 9. 
3. It is easy to see that the closure of a claw-free graph G is computable in polyno- 
mial time, and the classes %i , . . . , %G are, due to their simple structure, recognizable 
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in polynomial time, too. Consequently, all the sufficient conditions for hamiltonicity 
given in Theorems 7-10 and in Corollary 11 can be checked in polynomial time. On 
the other hand, it is known that the decision whether G is hamiltonian is NP-complete 
even in line graphs (see [2], or, for more information on complexity results in claw-free 
graphs, Chapter 5 of the survey paper [S]). 
4. In the proofs of Theorems 7-9, the fact that the classes considered are stable 
allows to assume that all graphs under consideration are closed (i.e., are line graphs of 
triangle-free graphs) and to use the structural information given by this fact to reduce 
the number of situations to be considered (see e.g. Lemma 12). 
3. Proofs 
Let G be a claw-free graph and let H be an induced subgraph of G. We say that 
H is a permanent (or temporary) induced subgraph of G if (V(H)),I(G) N H (or 
(f’(H))ct(~) $ W, respectively. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let i 2 1, let G be a CZ&ee graph and suppose that cl(G) is 
not Zi-free. Let Gi,. . . , Gt be the sequence of graphs that yields cl(G) (i.e. G = Gr, 
cl(G)=G,,xjEVEL(Gj)andG,i+]=(Gj):,,j=l,..., t - 1) and let r > 1 be the smallest 
integer such that G, contains a permanent induced subgraph isomorphic to Zj. For each 
such subgraph H, denote the vertices of H as in Fig. 3 (for simplicity, put a0 = b] ) 
and the path aoal . . ai, which is induced in G, as in cl(G), by P(H). 
If for some 1 <k <Y, some edge ajaj+ 1 of P(H), with 0 <j < i - 1, is missing in 
Gk, then Gk contains an ajaj+t -path Pf whose internal vertices, say yj,, yj2,. . . , yj,, are 
some of the vertices xk,&+l, . . . ,x,_] . By Remark 3 (Section 1 ), the final neighborhood 
in cl(G) of each yj, , yiz,. . . , yjq is a clique containing all the yj, ‘s, aj and aj+ 1. Hence 
no Yj, is equal or adjacent in Gk to any vertex of V(H)\{a;,ai+]} for otherwise this 
would contradict the property of H to be an induced subgraph of cl(G). By the same 
reason, no two interior vertices of two different paths PJ”, , P,“,, (0 d j’ <j” 6 i - 1) can 
be adjacent in Gk. Thus, by concatenating these different induced paths with the edges 
of the path of H already existing in Gk, we can find for each k <r an induced path 
Pk=yoy I... yi... yl of length I > i such that ya = ao, yl = ai, and the vertices y] . . . y/ 
are adjacent in Gk to neither bZ nor b3. 
Let s(H)( 1 <s(H) <r) be the smallest integer for which the set {b], b2, bj} induces 
a triangle in Gs(~). We choose H such that s(H) is smallest possible and we put 
s=s(H). If s= 1 (i.e., the vertices b], b2 and b3 induce a triangle already in G), 
then, thanks to P’, G contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to Zi, contradicting the 
hypothesis. Hence ~22. This implies that {blbz, b]bs, b2b3} fl&_, # 0 (i.e., some of 
the edges of the triangle ({b] , bz, bj})G, h as b een added during the step from G,_] to 
G,). If both b]bz EE(G,_I) and b]bs EE(G.~_I), then bzb3 @E(G,_]), which implies 
({b], bz, b3, y]})G,_, z C (where yi is the second vertex of the path Ps-I), a contra- 
diction, By the symmetry, we can suppose that b] b2 $E(G,T_]), i.e. b] bZ E&_, This 
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implies b,, bz E No, ,(x,~-, ) (note that x,~-, is possibly equal to 173). Let bl;l .z,,b? be 
a shortest (bt,b>)-path in (NC;~+,(?r,_t))o_, (such a path exists sincex,_r E VM(G,_I)). 
The vertex zt is eligible in G, 1 since z1 has two nonadjacent neighbors bl and 21 or b2 
lying in the same component of its neighborhood. By Remark 3 of Section 1, the neigh- 
borhoods of x,-t and of zt in cl(G) are cliques containing bl and bl. Hence, and since 
H is a permanent Zr , s,__ 1 and ZI are neither equal nor adjacent in cl(G), and a fortiori 
in G,., to any ai, 1 <j<i. Therefore the graph H’= ({x_~,z~,b~,a~,a~ ,..., u,})~;, is 
isomorphic to a permanent Z, Since s(H’) <s - 1, we get a contradiction to the choice 
of s. 
Therefore cl(G) is also Z/-free. c1 
Before proving Theorems 7-9, we first introduce some additional notation that will 
be kept throughout the rest of the paper. 
Let G be a closed 2-connected nonhamiltonian claw-free graph and let (by 
Theorem F) H = P,,,,,.,, E 9 be an induced subgraph of G. Recall that we keep the 
notation of vertices a,. b;,cj as in Fig. 2. We denote by 
?? k’,, the largest clique in G containing the triangle ( {uI,~~,u~})G, 
??K,, the largest clique in G containing the triangle ({bl, bz, b3})G, 
?? for every i E { 1,2,3} for which x, = T, by K, the largest clique in G containing the 
triangle ({u~,c,, bi})o, 
?? for every ; E { 1,2,3} for which X, # T, by K, the path u;c:cf . . . cf”-‘b; and by K,’ 
(,j= l,..., k, - 1) the largest clique in G containing the j-th edge of the path K;, 
?? for every iE {1,2,3}, K,*=K, ifx;=T, and K~=($<‘V(K~))o, ifx,#T, 
??H* = (VK,)‘J v(Kh)U(u~~,v(K,*)))~. 
Note that since G is closed, all these sets are well-defined. 
The following lemma summarizes basic properties of H*. 
Lemma 12. Let G be a closed 2-connected nonhamiltonian claw-free graph and let 
H E 9’ be an induced subgruph of G. Then the graph H* has the,following properties: 
(i) 1 V&4, > n V(A2)1< 1 for e0er.y A~,A~E{K~,,K~}U{K~IX~=T}U{K~~?C;~T, 
1 dj6x, - l}, AI #Az, 
(ii) ifxi=T,forsomeiE{1,2,3}, then V(K;)nV(A)=0joreveryA~{Kj/xj=T}U 
{K,‘l~~#T}u{Kj’~‘lx,#T}, A#K,, 
(iii) ~fx,#TjorsomeiE{1,2,3},then V(K;)rlV(K,!)=BundV(K:-‘)nV(K;‘-’) 
=0 jor every j~{1,2,3} such that j # i and xj # T, 
(iv) ifx;=Tfor at least one iE{1,2,3}, then V(K,)nV(Kr,)=0, 
(v) u,,b;,c!EVLD(G)for l</dk;--2 and i=l, 2, 3. 
(vi) ivy c V(K,)U v(K:).N~_(b,)c V(KI,)U V(KT),No(c{)= V(K,/)U V(K:+‘) 
for l<!<k, -2 and i=l. 2, 3. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the claw-freeness of G and from the properties of 
the closure operation. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 7. By Theorem K and by Corollary 2, it is sufficient to prove 
that if G is a closed CPT-free graph, then GE 9,. Let thus G be a closed CP,-free 
nonhamiltonian graph. By Theorem F, G contains an induced subgraph HE 9’. It is 
straightforward to check that the only PT-free graph in the class 9’ is the graph Pr, T, T; 
hence H =PT,~,T and Kj* = Ki, i= 1, 2, 3. Recall that by Lemma 12(ii), the cliques 
Ki are pairwise disjoint, and by Lemma 12(iv), V(K,) 0 V(K,) = 0. 
Claim 1. There is no edge yiyj E E(G) with yi E V(K;)\{u;,bi}, yj E V(Kj)\{uj,bj}, 
ifj, i, j~{1,2,3}. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let, to the contrary, e.g. yly2 E E(G) with yi E V(K, ), y2 E V(K2) 
(other cases are symmetric). By Lemma 12(vi), yI, y2 qi V(K,) U V(Kb). If 1 V(K,)I > 3, 
then, for some d E V(K,)\{a~,a~,u~}, dy, @E(G) ( since otherwise the triangle ({d,a,, 
yl}) contradicts al E Vi_o(G)) and similarly dy2 @E(G) and dq @E(G), but then ({d, 
ul,yl,y~, b2, bJ,q})G !X P7 - a contradiction. Hence 1 V(K,)I = 3 and, by symmetry, 
Iv(&)l=3. 
We show that V(H* ) = V(G). Let thus, to the contrary, z E V(G)\ V(H* ) have a 
neighbor in V(H*). Since IV(K,)I = IV(Kh)I = 3 and by Lemma 12(vi), No(z)n( V 
(&)u UK/,))=@ 
If zyl EE(G), then from ({yl,z,ui,y2})o $ C we get zy2 E,!?(G) (since we already 
know that ai has no neighbors outside K1 and K,). Since at is not adjacent to ~2, 
y1 E V&G) and thus z has no other neighbor in K,. If 1 V(K,)I >3, then for some 
dE V(K~)\{al,bl,yl},((d,b ,b I 3,a3,a2,y2,z})G -p7; hence IWG)I=3 and, byvm- 
metry, also IV(K2)l = 3. This implies y1 =cl and y2 = ~2, contradicting the fact that 
cIc2 @ E(G). Hence zyi cf E(G) and, by symmetry, also zy2 +! E(G). 
Now, if zd3 E E(G) for some d3 E V(K3), then (since obviously d3 $! (~3, b3}, ({z,d3, 
u3,u2,y2,yl,bl})c $ P7; hence N(z)rl V(K3)=0. Consequently, if zdl EE(G) for 
some dl E V(KI), then dl $! {al,bl,yl} and ({z,dl,yI,y2,u2,u3,c3))G p PT. This con- 
tradiction proves that there is no vertex z E V(G)\ V(H* ) and thus V(H* ) = V(G). 
Let PI (or PI, or P3) be a hamiltonian path in K1 (or K2, or K3 ) with endver- 
tices ui,yl (or ~2, b2, or b3, u3), respectively. Then C =alPlyl y2P2b2b3Pmul is a 
hamiltonian cycle in H* = G. This contradiction proves Claim 1. ??
Claim 2. Every vertex z E V(G)\V(H*) satisfies NG(Z)n( V(Kl)U V(K2) U V(K3)) = 8. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let, to the contrary, zc E E( G) with z E l’(G)\ V(H* ) and c E 
UfE, V(Ki). By symmetry, we can suppose that c E V(Ki), and obviously c$! {al, bl}. 
Since ({z,c,u~,u2,b2,b~,c3})~ qk P7 and, by Claim 1, cc3 GE(G), zc3 EE(G). Simi- 
larly we have zc2 E E(G), since otherwise ({z, c, al, 4, b3, b2, cZ})G N P7. But then, by 
Claim 1, ({z,c,c~,c~})G N C, a contradiction. 0 
Suppose now that there is a vertex d E V(K,), having a neighbor in V(G)\ V(H* ). 
Since G is closed, d E VLD(G), and since G is claw-free, d @ (u1,q. ~3). We can 
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thus denote by Kd the clique containing d and all neighbors of d outside H*. Let 
y E V(K,I)\V(H*). Since d E VLD(G), NG(y) n (V(K,)\{d}) = 8. By Claim 2 also 
N&y) n (Uf’=, V(K,))= 8. If y has a neighbor z E V(Kh), then dz @E(G) (otherwise 
ZE V(Kd)), but then ({cl,al,d,y,z,b2,c2})G cz PT. Finally, if y has a neighbor zE 
V(G)\(V(H*)u V(Kd)), then ({z,y,d,ul,bl,b2,cz})c 2: P7 (recall that zc2 $E(G) 
and yc2 $E(G) by Claim 2). Hence no vertex in V(Kd)\V(H*) has a neighbor out- 
side K,I. 
Since G is 2-connected, d is not a cutvertex. Thus some other vertex of Kd except 
d (say, v) belongs to H*. Since there is no edge between K,\{ui} and K,\(q), y 6 
U;=,(V(K,)\{ui)). S’ mce d E V&G),y $ V(K,). Hence y E V(Kh) and, since G is 
closed, V(Ka) n V(Kh) = {y}. 
We have thus proved that every vertex x E V(G)\V(H* ) is contained in a clique K, 
such that 1 V(K,) r3 V(K,)I = 1 V(K, n V(KI,)I = 1, i.e., there are cliques KI,, . . , Kk such 
that V(Ki) n V(Kj) = 0 for i #j, 1 V(K,) n V(K,)) = I V(Kj n V(Kh)I = 1 and V(G) = 
V(K,)U V(Kh)U(&, V(K,)). It is straightforward to check that if G contains any 
edge having vertices in two different cliques, then G is hamiltonian. Similarly, since 
G is nonhamiltonian, k is odd. Thus, G E 9,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 8. By Theorems K and 3, it is sufficient to prove that if G is a closed 
CZd-free nonhamiltonian graph, then G E {P- ~,T.T~~3.T.T~~3.3.T~~3.3.3~~J,T.T}~-~~~ Let 
thus G be a closed CZd-free nonhamiltonian graph. By Theorem F, G contains an 
induced subgraph H E 9’ and we can easily check that the only Zd-free graphs in the 
class B are the graphs PT.T, T, P~,J. T, P3,3,~. P3.3.3 and P~.T.T. When Ki = P3 we 
often denote c/ by ci. 
Claim 1. !f a$; E E(G) for some i E { 1,2,3}, then I V(K;)) = 3. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let e.g. us& EE(G) and IV(Ks)I 24, and let c3,d3 E V(K3)\{u3,b3}. 
Then ({b3,c3,d3,bz,a2,ul,cl))G (if a& E-E(G)) or ({b3,c3,d3,bz,cr,u2,ul})G (if 
azbz $E(G)) is an induced ZJ. 0 
Case 1: HE ~~3.T,T~~3.3,T~~3.3,3~~4.T.T} 
Let KI be a path PS if H 2 PJ. T. T and P3 otherwise, and when H 74 P3,~,3 let K3 be 
a triangle. 
Claim 2. I V(k;,))I = I V(Kh)I = 3. 
Proof of Claim 2. By symmetry, let e.g. d E V(K,)\{u1,uz,u3}. Then the graph ({q,a~, 
d,cl,c:,bl,b3})G (if Kl =P4) or ({ u,,u2,d,c,,b,,b3,c3})G (if KI NP~) is an induced 
Z,, unless d E V(Kb) (and then, by Lemma 12(iv), XI =x2 =x3 =3, i.e., H = P3,3.3), 
or d E V(K;“-‘) (and then, by the closure property, XI =4 and thus x2 =x3 = T, i.e., 
H = P4. r, r). We now consider these two subcases separately. 
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Let first H = P3,3,3 and d E V(Kh). By Lemma 12(i) and by the symmetry, 1 V(K,)I = 
1 V(Kh)I =4 and V(K,) n V(&) = {d}. Evidently d E VLD(G) and hence NG(d) c V 
(&)U I’(&). We show that V(G)= V(H*). Let, to the contrary, UE V(G)\V(H*). 
By the connectivity, by Lemma 12(vi) and by the symmetry, we can suppose that 
uvgE(G) for some 06 V(Ki)\{a3,q}, but then ({d,al,az,b~,c~,v,u})GN24. We thus 
have V(G) = V(H*), but then it is straightforward to check that G is hamiltonian. This 
contradiction shows that d 4 V(Kb), i.e., V(K,) n V(&) = 0. 
Let thus H = P4,T,T and d E V(K:). Then 1 V(Kf )I = 3, for if there is a z E V(KT)\{bi, 
c:,d}, then ({c:,b ~,z,c~,a~,a~,c~})~~“Z~. We again show that V(G)= V(H*). Let 
thus UE V(G)\V(H*) and let VE V(H*) be adjacent to u. Evidently v$ V(K:) (since 
1 V(KT)I = 3 and, by the closure property, v cannot be any of d, c:, bl), v @ V(K,) (since 
IV(K,)I =4 d an v cannot be any of al,a2,u3,d) and, by the symmetry, v $ V(Kh). 
Hence v E V(K,’ ) U V(KT) U V(K2) U V(K3). 
If VE V(K3), then, by Claim 1, v=c3 and ({uz,u,,d,b2,b3,c3,U})G~Z4; hence 
v $ V(K3). By symmetry, u q! V(K2). Also easily v $! V(K,‘), since otherwise ({bi, b2, b3, 
cy,cf,u,~})~ NZ~. Finally, let v E V(K:). Then v $! {ct,c:} (clearly), 0~2 @E(G) (since 
otherwise ({u,c~,u~,u})~ N C) and similarly vb2 $E(G), but then ({b2,bl,b3,u2,ul,cl, 
u})~ pZ4. Hence V(G) = V(H*), implying that G is hamiltonian. This contradiction 
proves that I V(K,)I = 3 and, by symmetry, I V(Kh)I = 3. 0 
Claim 3. If uibi @E(G), then IV(K:)I =2 for 1 6j6kj - 1 (ie., the interior vertices 
of the path Ki huue no neighbors outside K;). 
Proof of Claim 3. By symmetry, it is sufficient to suppose that there is a vertex 
Y E V(G)\ V(Ki ) such that ycl E&G). By Lemma 12(vi), y E V(H*) and thus if 
yui q! E(G) then yc: E E(G) when K1 N P4 and ybl E E(G) when K1 2: P3. Suppose Iirst 
that y is adjacent to ct and ai (and thus, by the closure property, neither to ci, when 
K, N P4, nor to bl ). By Claim 1 and by the closure property, y is adjacent to no vertex 
of V(H)\{u,,cf }, except perhaps c2 or c3 in the case when K2 or K3 is a triangle. 
Since the subgraph H is induced, the set {c~,c~,c~} is independent and thus, since G is 
claw-free, y cannot be adjacent to both c2 and ~3. We can thus suppose that yc2 $ E(G) 
(if both K2 and K3 is a triangle). Then ({ul,cl,y,u~,b3,62,c2))G (when H21Ps,r,r or 
P~,T,T), or ({al,c~,y,a3,b3,b2,c:))G (when HzP3,3,~), or ((al,cl,y,a3,c:,b3,b2))G 
(when H N P3,3,3) is isomorphic to Z4 - a contradiction. The cases when KI 2~ P3 and 
y is adjacent to c! and to bl, and H N P 4,~ T and when y is adjacent to c: and to bl 
are symmetrical. 
Therefore it remains to consider the case when H - P4. T,T and yet E E(G), 
yc: E,?(G) but yul @E(G) and yb, $E(G). Since H is induced, y is different from c2 
and c3 and by Lemma 12(vi), y has no neighbor in {u2,u3, b2, b3). Hence ({c,‘, y,cf, 
ul,u2, b2, b3})G N Z4, a contradiction. 0 
Claim 4. G = H* . 
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Proof of Claim 4. By Claims 1-3, the only vertices of G possibly having a neighbor 
y not in H* are c2 and c3, in the case where & and K3 are triangles. Since G is 
2-connected, y is in a bicomponent B with biarticulation {c~,cJ} (by claw-freeness, 
such a bicomponent can be only one). Suppose that B contains a triangle and let T be 
a triangle in B whose distance from c2 is minimum. Consider a shortest path P in B 
(possibly trivial) joining T with Q. Then the graph ({V(T) U V(P) U {a~} U V(K, )})c 
contains an induced Zd. Hence B is triangle-free and, by claw-freeness, B is a path. 
But then, since G = ({ V(H* ) U V(B)})c, G is hamiltonian. Therefore no such vertex 
y exists. cl 
Now, since (by Claims 1, 2, 3) H*=H, we have G=HE{P~,~,~,P~.~.~,P~.~,~, 
p4,T.T). 
Case 2: H = PT. T, T. 
If G contains an induced subgraph H’ E 9, H’ 74 Pr, T, T, then, by Case 1, G E {P3, T, r, 
P3.3.T,P3,3,3,Pj,r,~}, a contradiction. Hence every induced subgraph H’ of G that be- 
longs to 9 is isomorphic to PT,T. T. 
Claim 5. There is a sequence of cliques K,, . . . , Kk, k 3 3, such that 
(i) V(K,)nv(K,)={ai},V(K;)nV(Kb)={b;}, i=l,...,k, 
(ii) IV(Ki)I=3for i=1,2,3 and IV(Ki)1<3for i=4,...,k, 
(iii) NG(u~) C V(K;) U V(Ka),NG(bi) C V(Ki) U v(Kb), i= 1,. . . , k, 
(iv) there is rzo (K,,Kh)-path in ( V(G)\(Ufz, V(K;))). 
Proof of Claim 5. If there is no (K,,Kb)-path in ({ V(G)\(U;=, V(Ki))}), put k = 3. 
Otherwise, let P = yoyl . . . y/(yo E V(K,), y/ E V(Kb), L’> 1) be a shortest such path. 
Suppose first that some of the vertices ~0,. . . , y/-l is adjacent to some of the ver- 
tices cl,c2,c3 (say, ~3) and let y; be the first such vertex. Then, since P is shortest 
and by claw-freeness, we have also yI+,c3 E E(G). By the properties of the closure, 
yoc3 cf E(G) and y/c3 $E(G) (otherwise c3 E V(K,) or c3 E V(Kb), respectively), but 
then ({Y~,Y,+I,c~,Y~-I,..., yo,al,bl, bz}) contains an induced Z,. Hence no inner ver- 
tex ofP is adjacent to any cj, but then, if ~~2,({y~,a~,a~,y~,~..,y~,b~,c~}) contains 
an induced Z,. Hence & = 1 and P is an edge. 
Denote yo=a4,yl =b4 and let K~=({xE V(G)\V(H*)~N(x)n{a~,b~}#0}U 
{u4,b4}). By the properties of the closure, K4 is a clique, containing all neighbors 
of a4 and bq outside K, and Kh. If 1 V(Kb)I 24, then, for some ci, ci E V(K4)\{a4, bd}, 
some of the vertices cl, q, c3 (say, c3 ) is nonadjacent to both cl and cz (other-wise we 
have an induced claw centered at ci or at ci), but then ({b4,ci,ci, bl,al,a3,c3}) FZ,. 
Hence 1 V(K4)( d 3. 
Repeating this argument, we obtain a sequence of cliques KI , . . , Kk with the required 
properties. 0 
We put H** = ({V(H*)u V(Kd)U ... U V(Kk)}) and, if IV(Ki)I=3, (i>4), we 
denote the (only) vertex in V(K,)\{a;, bi} by c,. 
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Claim 6. Every nontrivial component of the graph H= (V(G)\( V(K,) U V(&)))G is 
a path. 
Proof of Claim 6. Let B be a nontrivial component of the graph ?? and let V(B) n V 
(H** ) = {cj, 9 cjz,. . .T <j,,} C ut, V(Ki)\( V(K,) U V(&)). If B is not a path, then, since 
G is 2-connected, p 22, and since G is claw-free, B contains a triangle. If some 
triangle T of B contains at least one vertex cj,, 16e d p, then since the subgraph H 
is induced, at most one vertex of {c~,Q,c~} belongs to T, say ci and c2 are not 
in T. In this case (V(T)U { Us,, al, bl , bz}) contains an induced Z,. Otherwise, let T 
be a triangle of B whose distance to cj, is minimum and let P= yoyl . . . yi with 
yo=<j,, y, E V(T) and 131 b e a shortest path between cj, and T. Then (V(T) U 
V(P) U {u,,, ,aj2, bj!}) contains an induced Z4. Hence B contains no triangle and thus B 
is a path joining two vertices cj, and cj?. 0 
Claim 7. G=H**. 
Proof of Claim 7. Suppose that V(G)\V(H**)# 0. Then, by Claim 5(iv), by 
2-connectedness and by symmetry, we can distinguish the following subcases: 
Subcase a: There is a (Kh,Kb)-path P’ with interior vertices outside H**. 
Subcase b: There is a (Kh,c3)-path P2 with interior vertices outside H**. 
Subcase c: Vertices in K, and Kh have no neighbors outside H** and there is a 
bicomponent B of G which is a (cl ,Q)-path P3 with interior vertices outside H**. 
Subcase a. Choose P’ shortest possible and denote P = dlx, . . .x/d?. Clearly d; # bj, 
i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . ,k. By the properties of the closure, e32, but then ({al,a2,a3,bl,dl, 
XlJ2))G =Z4. 
Subcase b. Let again P2 = dlxl . . .x/c3 be shortest possible. By the properties of 
the closure, e > 1. If e 2 2, then ({ax, ai, ~2, c3,xt ,...,xl,dl})G contains an induced Z4. 
Thus e= 1. If IV(K,)I>4, then, for some YE ?‘(K,)\{~I,u~,u~}, we have ({ai,q,y, 
bf,b3,c3,x]})G =Z4 (note that JLXI @E(G) since otherwise yx~dl is a (K,,Kb)-path and, 
by the construction of H**, ydl E&G) and xi E H**). Thus IV(K,)I = 3. 
If IV(Kh)l>5, then, for some Y E W~)\{h,b2,b3,4}, ({bl,bz,y,al,a3,c3,x1)) 
N Z4 (recall that xl y +! E(G) by the properties of the closure). Thus V(Kh) = {bl, b2, b3, 
d,}. If xl has another neighbor z~ V(G)\Y(H**), then, since ({x~,c~,~I,z}) $C, we 
have zq E,!?(G) or zdl EE(G), which implies ({xl,c3,z,d~,b2,u2,al}) =Z4 or ({xI,z, 
dl,c3,a3,a~,c~}) %Z,. Therefore xi has no neighbors outside H**, and thus, by the 
closure property, also both c3 and d, have no neighbors outside H**. Now, the only 
vertices which can have a neighbor outside (V(H**)U {XI}), are cl and ~2, Since 
e.g. alclb,d,xlc3a3b3bzc2u~~] is a hamiltonian cycle in (V(H**)U{X~}), there is a 
bicomponent B with biarticulation {cl, q} and with V(B)\( V(H** ) U {XI }) # 0 (recall 
that, by claw-freeness, such a bicomponent can be only one and that this also im- 
plies that xlci $ E(G) and xlc2 $! E(G)). By Claim 6, B is a path, which implies that 
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G = (V(H**) u V(B) u {x1}) and it is straightforward to check that G is hamiltonian, 
which is a contradiction. 
Subcase c. Let clxl . . .x/c2 be the path P3 with e> 1. If 1 V(K,)( 84, let d E V(K,)\ 
{u~,u~,u~}. Then ({u3,d,u2,b3,bl,cl,xI)) 2124. Therefore V(K,)= {u~,u~,u~} and 
similarly V(Kh) = {bl, b2, bx}. By the claw-freeness of G, there are no paths outside H* 
between cl and c3 or between c2 and ~3. Hence V(G) = V(H*) and G is hamiltonian. 
Thus there is no vertex x E V(G)\ V(H**) and hence G = H**. This completes the 
proof of Claim 7. 0 
Since G is nonhamiltonian, necessarily k is odd, j V(K;)I = 3 for every i = 1,. . , k 
and {ct...., ck } is an independent set. Hence G E ,92. ??
Proof of Theorem 9. First observe that, by Theorem K and by Corollary 5, it is suf- 
ficient to prove that every closed 2-connected nonhamiltonian CNt,2,2Nt.t,s-free graph 
is either isomorphic to P3.3.3 or is in 93 U 9~ U 95. 
Let thus G be a closed 2-connected nonhamiltonian CN1.2,2NI.1.~-free graph and 
H E 9 an induced subgraph of G. Immediately H E {PT, T. T, P3, T, T, P3,3, T, P3,3,3} (since 
otherwise H contains an induced N ,. t-3). We choose the notation such that KI = P3 if 
H # PT.T,T and KJ is a triangle if H # P3.3.3, and we often denote c,! = ci. 
Claim 1. Zf H # PT, T, T, then 1 V(K,)/ = 1 V(Kh)I = 3. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let, to the contrary, e.g. ulbl $E(G) and YE V(K,)\{ut,u2,us} 
(other cases are symmetric). Then, since ({b~,b2,b3,c2,c3,c~,u~,y})c;r4N~.~,3, yc, EE 
(G) for at least one i, 1 <i<3, contradicting Lemma 12(v). 0 
Claim 2. For any z E V(G)\V(H*), NG(z) n (V(K,) U V(Kh)) = 0. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let, to the contrary, zy E E(G) with z E V(G)\ V(H* ) and y E V 
(K,)U V(Kh). By symmetry, we can suppose that y E V(K,) and, by Lemma 12(vi), 
ye V(K,)\{u~,u2,~3}. By Claim 1, this implies H =PT,T,T. If JNG(z)~{c,,c~,c~}~ 61 
(say, ~z,c3z4E(G)), then ({b~,b2.b3,c2,c3,a~,y,z))G~N1,1,3; hence (NG(z)~{cI,~~, 
q}(bZ!. By symmetry, let ctz~E(G) and clz~E(G). Then, since clc2 @E(G) and 
({z,Y,cI,c~})G $C, we have yet EE(G) or ycz GE(G), contradicting Lemma 12(v). 
Claim 3. V(K,)nV(Kh)=0 and V(Kf)nV(KT)=0for i,jE{1,2,3},i#j. 
Proof of Claim 3. V(K,) n V(Kh) = 0 immediately by Claim 1 and by Lemma 12(iv). 
Let thus d E V(K,*) n V(K,?) for some i, j E { 1,2,3}, i #j. By Lemma 12(ii), (iii) and 
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by the symmetry we can without loss of generality suppose that H = P3,3, r or H = P3,3,3 
and that d E V(K,‘) rl V(Ki). We show that V(G) = V(H*). Let thus u E V(G)\V(H*) 
and let o E V(H*) be adjacent to u. By Claim 1 and by Lemma 12(vi), u $ V(K,) U V 
(Kb); since G is claw-free, u # d. Up to symmetry, it remains to consider the cases when 
UE V(K:),UE V(Kf) and v~ V(K,*). If UE V(Ki’), then ({b2,d,c2,b,,u,U,a2,a3})GN 
N1,z.z. If v E V(K,*), then we can suppose that va3 E E(G) (the case when K3 N P3 and 
ub3 EE(G) is symmetrical), and then ({d,cl,a,,c2,b,,a3,21,U})G~N,,],3. Finally, if 
u E V(Kf ), then ({d, CI, al, bz, u, u, ax, q})~ N NL,J,Z (evidently uc3 $ E(G) since other- 
wise ({u, u, cl, c3))~ N C). Hence V(G) = V(H*), contradicting the fact that G is non- 
hamiltonian. 0 
Claim 4. There is ~ZO edge yiyj E E(G) with yi E V(KF)\{ai, bi}, yi E V(KT)\{aj, bj}, 
16kj63. 
Proof of Claim 4. Suppose, to the contrary, that for some i# j there is an edge 
yiyi EE(G) with _Y, E V(K,*)\{ai,bi} and yj E V(KT)\{aj,bj}, 1 <i<j<3. By sym- 
metry, we can suppose that i = 1, j = 2, and if al bl 4: E(G), then yl E V(K: ). 
First observe that if some vertex y E V(G)\V(H*) is adjacent to yI, then, since 
((~1, y,al, yz})~ 74 C and, by Lemma 12(vi), neither y nor y2 is adjacent to al, we 
have yy2 E E(G). Moreover, if y’, y” are two neighbors of yl in V(G)\V(H*), then 
from ({yi , y’, y”, al })G $ C we get y’y” E E(G). Hence, by symmetry, there is a clique 
KY containing yi, y2 such that every vertex in V(G)\V(H*) adjacent to yl or to y2 
is in K\,. 
Put H** = (V(H*)U V(&,,))G. We want to show that V(H**)= V(G). Let thus 
V(G)\V(H**) # 0. 
Case 1: There is a vertex z E V(G)\V(H**) such that No(z)0 (V(KF)u 
V(K,* )) # 0. 
By symmetry, we can suppose that z has a neighbor u E V(K:) (note that u # yl 
since G is claw-free). Suppose first that albl @E(G). If u E V(K/), then yza2 E E(G) 
implies ({U,al,cl,z,az,yz,bl,bs})G”N1,2,2 and yzb2 EE(G) implies ({u,al,cI,z,a3,bl, 
b2,y2})G?N1,1.3; the case us V(Kf) is symmetric. Hence albl EE(G) (and K: =K,). 
Now, again by symmetry, we can suppose that y2a2 EE(G) (i.e., a262 EE(G) or 
y2 E Kd). Let v be an arbitrary neighbor of b3 in V(K,*)\{a3}. Since ({u,al,bl,z,az,y2, 
b3,u))G 34N1,2,2, we get zv E E(G). Since G is closed and v is arbitrary, this im- 
plies that v=c3, i.e., cg is the only neighbor of b3 in KT\{a3} and zc3 EE(G). 
Considering ({q,a3,b3,z})G;tC we now have a363 EE(G) and hence IV(K,*)I =3. 
Thus, every vertex ZE V(G)\V(H**), having a neighbor in V(K,*)u V(K,*), must 
be adjacent to ~3. Let K, = {z E V(G)\V(H**)I NG(z) n (V(KT) u V(KT)) # 0). If 
K, contains two nonadjacent vertices zr,zl, then ({c3,zI,z2,a3})GNC; hence Kz is a 
clique. 
Let H*** = (V(H**) u V(Kz)jG, suppose that there is a vertex z’ E V(G)\ V 
(H***), having a neighbor z in V(K,) and let (by the definition of Kz) u be a 
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neighbor of z in Ki. Then ({~,a~,b~,b~,z,~‘,a~,y~})~~N~,~,~. Hence no vertex out- 
side H*** can have a neighbor in K,. Thus, if V(G)\V(H***) # 0, then there is 
a vertex we V(G)\V(H***) such that @#NG(w)fl V(H***)C V(K),), but then, for 
anyyENG(w)nV(K,.),zEV(K;)anduENG(z)nV(Kl),({y,yl,y2,w,u,z,a2,a3})G- 
N1.2.2. Thus V(G) = V(H*** ), but then it is straightforward to check that G is hamil- 
tonian. This contradiction completes the proof in Case 1. 
Case 2: No vertex in V(G)\V(H**) has a neighbor in V(K:)U V(K,*). 
Let again z E V(G)\V(H**) and u E Nan V(H**). Then, by Claim 2 and by the 
construction of K,, u E V(K,*)\{a3, b3) or u E V(K,)\{yl, ~2). Suppose first that z has 
a neighbor u E V(K,* )\{as, b3). Recall that if a& $ E(G), then u # c3 (since otherwise 
({q.~,u3,b3})~ EC) and if asbs E,!?(G), then (since y1y2 EE(G) and H is an induced 
subgraph and since also a$; E E(G) for i = 1,2), we can (by symmetry) suppose that 
there is a vertex u E V(KT) such that t&i E E(G) but uyz 6 E(G). 
We can distinguish, up to symmetry, the following three cases. 
Case Contradiction 
a3h3 E E(G), ~2~2 E E(G), ({u,a3,b3,z,az,y2,b,,u})c”“Nl,2,2, 
~~~~~E(G),~~~EE(G),Y~u~EE(G), ({u,u3,c3,z,u2,y2,b3,bl})GNN1.2,2, 
a3b3 4E(G),a3uEE(G),y2b2 E&G), ({u,a3,c3,z,a,,b3,b2,y2})G ~N1.1.3. 
Hence NG(z) c V(KY)\{yl,y2}. Let u E NG(z)U k’(&). We have, up to symme- 
try, the following five cases (recall that u;bi $ E(G) implies yi #ci, since otherwise 
({c,,ui,bi,y3-;})G”C, i=l,2). 
Case Contradiction 
albi ~~(G),~~~~~~(G);YI~I,Y~~~~~(G), ({u,yl,y2,z,cl,c2,b2,b3})G2:N1,1,3, 
albl ~E(G),azb2~E(G);ylai,y2b2EE(G), ({~,yl,y2,z,~l,~2,~2,~3})G~N1,1.3, 
alh t#E(G),azb2 EE(G),YIUI E&G), ({u,yl,yz,z,a2,ci,b,,b3})G’“N1.1.3, 
01bl ~E(G),azb2 ~E(G),a3b3 4.&G), ({~,Yl,y2,z,~l,b2,b3,c3})G~N1,1.3, 
u,b, ??E(G),uzbz E E(G),u3bj EE(G). ({u,YI,Y~,Z,CI,~~,~~,~~))G =N1,1,3. 
(In the last subcase we use the fact that, since H is induced, yl #cl or y2 # c2 and 
thus, by the symmetry, we can suppose that yi #cl). Hence V(G) = V(H**), implying 
that G is hamiltonian. This contradiction completes the proof of Claim 4. 0 
Claim 5. IfzE V(G)\V(H*) UtdNG(z)Cl V(KF)#@fh some iE {1,2,3}, then u;bi E 
E(G). 
Proof of Claim 5. Let, by symmetry, ulbl$ E(G) and uz E E(G) with u E V(K,‘). 
Obviously u # cl (otherwise ({ q,z,u,,bl})G=C). If both zc2 EE(G) and zq ??E(G), 
then, by Claim 4, ({ z, U, ~2, q})G 2: C. By symmetry, we can suppose zcs $! E(G), but 
then ({U,al,cl,z,az,bl,b3,c3})G”N1~1.3. 0 
Claim 6. If z E V(G)\V(H*) and NG(z)~ V(H*)#0, then I{il NG(z)~ V(KF)# 
0}[ =2. 
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Proof of Claim 6. If [{iI &(z)n V(Ki*)#Q)}j =3, then, for Uj ENo( V(Kj+),i= 
1,2,3, by Claim4 we have ({z,u~,u~,uJ})GNC. If [{iI NG(Z)nV(K,*)#0}/=1, then, 
by symmetry, we can suppose that zu E E(G) for some u E V(KT ); by Claim 5, we 
then get aibi EE(G), implying that ({u,al,bl,z,a2,C2,b3,C3})GNN,,2,2. 0 
Claim 7. There is at most one vertex z E V(G)\V(H*) with NG(z>n V(H*)#@ 
Proof of Claim 7. Suppose that zi ,z2 E V(G)\ V(H* ), zi # ~2, have a neighbor in H*. 
By Claim 6, by symmetry and by the pigeonhole principle, we can suppose without 
loss of generality that there are vertices ~1 EN&i)fl V(KT), U: ENG(z,)~ V(K,*), 
u: E NG(z2) n V(K:) and 24: E NG(z2) n (V(K2* ) U V(K;L)). By Claim 5, aibi E E(G) for 
i = 1, 2 and if us E V(K,* ), then also a& E E(G). By Claim 2 and since G is closed, 
21, z2 have no other neighbors in H *. 
Suppose first that ziz2 4 E(G). This immediately implies that ~1 # U: (since other- 
wise ({u~,Zi,ZZ,Ui})o!?C), but then ({ ~~,U:,~l,zl,z2,~2,b2,63})G~~1,1.3 (note that 
zi U: $! E(G) and ZZU! $ E(G) since G is closed). Hence zlz2 E E(G). 
If ~1 #u:, then, since ZZU~ @E(G), U~U: $E(G) and ({zi,z2,U~,U~})G$C, we get 
Z2U: E-E(G). By Claim 6 thus Uz E Y(K,*), but then ({al,bl,ul,a2,b3,c3,ZI,Z2})G2! 
Ni,2,2. Hence ui = ui. 
Now, if ~4: =uf, then uiziu: is a path in (N o z2 ( )) G and the fact that G is closed im- 
plies uiuy E,?(G), contradicting Claim 4; if U: E V(K,*), uz #u:, then we get ({a2,ui, 
b2,a,,z,,z2,b3,C3})GNN,,2,2. Hence We have U$E v(K;). 
Put H** = (Y(H*)u{ ZI,Z~})G. We want to show that V(G) = V(H**). Suppose, to 
the contrary, that there is another vertex z3 E V(G)\ V(H** ) having a neighbor in H**, 
If z3 has no neighbor in H*, then 23~1 E E(G) or ~3~2 E E(G), but then ~3.21 E E(G) and 
({ZI,.Q,Z~,U~})G $ c iI@ieS z3.q EE(G) and, SyImlEtriCally, Z3Z2 E,!?(G) and ({~2,~3, 
z1,uz))G $C implies z3z1 E,!?(G). Hence both z3zi EE(G) and ~3~2 EE(G), i.e., uiziz3 
is a path in (No(z2))G. Since G is closed, this implies z3u1 E,!?(G), contradicting the 
assumption that z3 has no neighbor in H*. 
Let thus ~4, u: be the neighbors of z3 in H*. Repeating the proof that ZIZZ E E(G) 
for the pairs zs,zi and ~3,~2, we get z3zi GE(G) and ~3~2 EE(G). But then again 
uIziz3 is a path in (N (Z )) G 2 o, implying (since G is closed) that u: = u! (= u:). By 
symmetry, we can suppose that u: E V(K,*); since G is closed, we have u: # u:. But 
then, since obviously zi U: $! E(G), we get ({ ~2,u:,bZ,~l,z3,zl,b3,u~})G~~l,2.2. Hence 
V(G) = V(H**). 
It is straightforward to check that H** (and hence also G) is hamiltonian. This 
contradiction proves Claim 7. 0 
Claim 8. G = H*. 
Proof of Claim 8. We first show that V(H* ) = V(G). Let, to the contrary, V(G)\ V 
(H*)# 0. By Claim 7 and by the connectedness of G, there is exactly one vertex 
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z E V(G)\V(H*) with No(z)n V(H*) # 0. By Claims 2 and 6 and by the symmetry, 
we can suppose that y; E No(z) n (V(KF)\{a;, bi}) for i = 1,2 and No(z) fi (V(KT) = 0. 
By Claim 5, albl E E(G) and azb2 E E(G). Since G is closed, z has no other neighbors 
in H*. 
If V(G)\( V(H*) U {z}) # 0, then, by the connectedness of G, z has a neighbor 
w outside H*, but then from ({ ZtWYI,Y2))G $ c we get WYI EQG) or WYI EE(G), 
contradicting Claim 7. Hence V(G)\( V(H*) U {z}) = 0, implying that G is hamiltonian. 
This contradiction proves that V(G) = V(H*). 
Now it is straightforward to check that adding any edge to H* contradicts Lemma 
12(v), Lemma 12(vi), Claim 4 or (since G is closed) the fact that H is an induced 
subgraph of G. Hence G = H*. 0 
It remains to prove that H* E .%j U 94 U 9~ U (P3.3.~). 
?? If H = PT~T. T, then evidently H* E %3. 
?? If H = P3,r.T, then, by Claim 1, / V(K,)( = IV(K,,)( = 3. By symmetry, suppose that 
ulbl $E(G). If both IV(K,‘)la3 and IV(Kj?)(>3, then, for some ~‘EV(K;)\ 
{ul,bl,cl}, i= 1,2, we get ({a~,u~,a~,d’,c~,b~,b~,d2})~N~~.~,3. Hence either 
/ V(K: )I = 2 or 1 V(Kf)( =2 and thus H* E Fi. 
?? If H = P3.3.* or H = P3.3.3, then again (V(K,)I = IV(Kh)l = 3 and, by symmetry, 
we can suppose that albl @E(G) and uzbz $ E(G). If e.g. IV(K,‘)I 23, then, for a 
d~V(K,‘)\{ar,cr}, ((a~,a~,a2,d,c~,c2,b2rb~})~~~~.t.3.Bysymmetry,thisproves 
that if H=P~,~J, then H*E.%~, and if H=P3,3,3, then H*=H. 0 
Proof of Corollary 10. Let G be a 2-connected nonhamiltonian CE-free graph. Since 
every CE-free graph is CNl,2,2Ni. i.3-free, by Theorem 9 we have G z P3.3.3, or cl(G) E 
F3 u 94 U F5. By Corollary 5, cl(G) is also CE-free and it is straightforward to 
check that neither P3.3.3 nor any graph in 94 UT5 is E-free. Hence cl(G) E 93. 
Moreover, if cl(G)~Fs\F6, then e.g. for a vertex ZE V(K,)\{ui,u2,u3} we have 
({bl,b2,b3,cI,c2,u3,z})G~E. Hence (V(K,)I=3 and, by symmetry, IV(Kh)I=3, i.e. 
cl(G) E F6. It remains to show that also G E 56. By symmetry, it is sufficient to show 
that (V(K,))G is a clique. Suppose that there is a vertex z E V(KI ) at distance 2 (in 
G) from bl and let uENG(z)nNG(bl). Then ({b2,b3,b,,cz,c3,u,z})G”E - a con- 
tradiction. Hence all vertices in V(K, ) are adjacent to bl (and, by symmetry, also to 
aI )_ Since G is claw-free, (V(K,)) is a clique. ??
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